Required Fields:
* Records submitted with missing or invalid data in any one (or more) of these fields (indicated with a single asterisk) will not be loaded into the central database. The respective site will receive a report indicating which record(s) have been loaded and which rejected and why. The site must correct the error and resubmit the record to the central database.

1. Case Identifier* CDE#4
2. Race* CDE#5
3. Birth date* CDE#8
4. Date of Diagnosis/Date of biopsy proven cancer* CDE#11
5. Are Prostatectomy specimens available?* CDE#13
6. Are Biopsy specimens available?* CDE#14
7. Are Regional Lymph Node specimens available?* CDE#15
8. Are Metastatic specimens available?* CDE#16
9. Are Plasma samples available?* CDE#17
10. Are Serum samples available?* CDE#18
11. Are Red Blood Cells (RBCs) available?* CDE#19
12. Are Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells (PBMCs) available?* CDE#20
13. Date Last Known Alive* CDE#116
14. Vital Status* CDE#118

Conditional Required Fields:**
**Any Case with at least ONE SPECIMEN/BLOCK with tumor present, whether it be prostatectomy, biopsy, regional lymph node, or metastatic tissues, can qualify the case to be included in the CPCTR Resource. Therefore, the respective CDEs below must be filled in for the specific tissue matrix (i.e. Prostatectomy, biopsy, regional lymph nodes, or metastatic tissues) available to the Resource.

15. Paraffin Block Matrix: Block number** CDE#28,44
16. Paraffin Block Matrix: Most Prominent Histological Type of Invasive Cancer **@ CDE#29,45
17. Paraffin Block Matrix: Primary Gleason Grade** CDE#30,46
18. Paraffin Block Matrix: Secondary Gleason Grade** CDE#31,47
19. Date of Prostatectomy** CDE#61
20. Is Residual Carcinoma Present at Prostatectomy?**@ CDE#62
21. Most Prominent Histological Type of Invasive Cancer** CDE#64
22. Prostatectomy: Primary Gleason Grade**@ CDE#66
23. Prostatectomy: Secondary Gleason Grade**@ CDE#67
24. Prostatectomy: Gleason Sum Score**@ CDE#68
25. Nodes Examined**@ CDE#81
26. Nodes Positive**@ CDE#82
27. pT Stage**@ CDE#109
28. pN Stage**@ CDE#110
29. pM Stage**@ CDE#111
30. Therapy matrix: Per Initial Treatment Plan? * CDE#122
31. Subsequent Prostatectomy:* CDE#143

* Year must be valid and not unknown or missing.
@ Field may be unknown, but must not be blank.
^ Based on the CPCTR Data Dictionary Version 22 (9/14/04)